ABSTRACT

Significant research has been conducted relating to how making 3D virtual environments more immersive might benefit the training outcome, including student acceptance, training effectiveness, and life cycle cost. This research has included the use of game controllers, avatars, intelligent tutors, haptic feedback, motion capture devices, and helmet mounted displays. As the use of virtual maintenance trainers have gained wide acceptance in both military and civil industries, the tendency has been to consider the use of these immersive technologies as automatically beneficial to virtual maintenance training. This paper focuses on the applicability and implications of using Head Mounted Displays (HMD) in modern aviation Virtual Maintenance Trainers (VMT). The paper catalogs the common training objectives and types of interactions of typical VMTs. It also enumerates the basic types of immersion and how they apply to these objectives and interactions. The relevance of the HMD for the different types of immersion needed in VMTs is then addressed. The paper also discusses the training effectiveness, training throughput, physiological issues (i.e., simulator sickness), and life cycle support issues associated with use of HMDs versus desktop displays. As an alternative technology to HMDs, the paper explores the potential of using head tracking systems, combined with desktop displays, to offer a suitably immersive training environment without the HMD’s limitations.
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